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SUMMARY 30332 
Long period perturbations in the orbital elements of Relay 2, arising 
from luni-solar gravitation and solar radiation pressure,  a r e  analyzed. 
An analysis is presented of the effects on the eccentricity and inclination 
caused by the existence of a near-resonant condition in two of the trig- 
onometric te rms  in the luni-solar disturbing function. 
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LONG PERIOD LUNAR AND SOLAR EFFECTS ON 
THE MOTION OF RELAY 2 
- INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper (see Reference l), a study was made concerning the in- - 
fluence of long period luni-solar gravitational effects and solar radiation pressure  
on the motion of close earth satellites. The formulas presented therein were 
applied to the Relay 1 and Telstar 2 satellites - as a consequence, the observed 
long period variations in the orbital elements of the satellites were found to be 
attributable to lunar and solar forces. 
Similar variations in the orbital elements of Relay 2 have been noted. How- 
ever,  the problem is complicated by the existence of a near-resonant condition 
caused by a longitude of perigee which is practically constant for the time interval 
under study (period is about 550 years). It will be shown that this condition causes 
almost secular increases in the eccentricity and, to a much lesser extent, in the 
inclination. 
This paper, then, will show that the principal observed long period variations 
in the orbital elements of Relay 2 are caused by lunar and solar effects. In 
addition, the secular motion of the longitude of perigee and the remaining varia- 
tions in eccentricity are explained through the use of values for the zonal harmonic 
coefficients J 3  and J4 in line with recent determinations. Data for Relay 2 
spanning a period of approximately 654 days was used - this data consists of mean 
values of orbital elements computed at the Goddard Space Flight Center, using 
formulas given by Brouwer (Reference 2) and tracking data obtained from the 
minitrack network. A list of symbols is  presented in Appendix A. 
LUNAR AND SOLAR PERTURBATION FORMULAS 
The formulas for the long period luni-solar perturbations in the orbital 
elements as presented in Reference 1 were used here. However, the precaution 
was taken to exclude the near-resonant te rms  2(R, - g - h) and 2(0, - g - h) 
f rom the initial computations. The effects caused by these te rms  were left to 
a separate  analysis. Elements which have been corrected for luni-solar effects, 
excluding the near-resonant terms,  are  designated by the subscript "c". Values 
fo r  e c ,  ic, g c ,  and hc, in addition to mean values, may be found in Tables 1, 2, 




The portion of the luni-solar gravitational disturbing function which includes 
the two near-resonant terms is 
The method of integration employed in Reference 1 cannot be directly applied to 
the "moon" term in i ts  present form inasmuch as the motions of i,, n, and 
g t h are all commensurate; in addition, since i, and a, have been referred to 
the earth's equatorial plane, their motions are not sufficiently constant over the 
time interval under study to allow accurate computation of the perturbations. 
However, using the ecliptic as a reference plane the "moon" t e rm can be 
rewritten in t e rms  of angular variables having motions which a r e  essentially 
constant. First ,  
s i n 2 i a c o s  2(n , -g-h)  = s i n 2 i ,  [ c o s 2 ~ c o s 2 ( g  t h ) t ~ i n 2 2 ~ s i n 2 ( g t h ) ] .  (2) 
The necessary transformations can be derived making use of the following diagram: 






s i n  i" s i n  Q" 
s i n  i, 
s i n  Re = 
cos i" - c o s  io c o s  i, 
s i n  i, s i n  i, 
c o s  n, = 
Consequently, 
t 2 s i n  i" cos i" s i n  i, cos i, cos Q" 
1 
2 
io t - s i n 2  i, 
s i n 2  i, s i n  2 %  = 2 s i n  i" c o s  i" s i n  i, s i n  Q" t s i n 2  it' cos io s i n  2 R". 
Upon substitution of these expressions into Equation 2, Equation 1 becomes 
FR = 2 a2e2(1 +cos  i)2 
6 4  
-(1 -cos i , ) cos (n l ' t 2g t2h )  + s i n  il 'cos i" s i n  i,(l tcosi , )cos(R"-2g-2h)  
1 1 
4 4 
t -  sin2i"(1-cosi,)2cos2(Q"+gth) + - s i n 2 i " ( 1 + c o s  C O S  
(3 1 
Here,  i" = 5P 1453964, and Q' has an essentially constant motion (period is 
approxhaieiy 18.6 years). 
3 
The variation equations for e and i are 
Substituting Equation 3 into Equations 4 and integrating, the result  is 
1 r sin2 i, cos2i"--  sin2 i t 1  
c o s  2(g  t h) L 
n3na  1- 2 ( g  t ti) 
s i n  i"  c o s  i "  s i n  i, (1 - c o s  i ) 
COS(RII t 2g  t 2h) 0 t 
s2" t 2 ( i :  t 5) 
s i n  if' c o s  i "  s i n  i, (1 + c o s  io) 
t COS(V - 2g - 2h)  
fY - 2 ( g  + h )  
C O S  2(Q" - g - 
sin2 i"( 1 i- c o s  
t 
8((2" - - h) 
e ( l  - c o s  i) 
(1 -e2 )  sin i 
(Zi), = ( W R  
4 
Similar expressions for ( 6 g )R and (6h )R involve integration of ( 6 e)R and ( 6 i )R, 
and produce perturbations which a r e  far too large. Hence, the perturbations for 
g and h cannot be determined in this fashion. 
However, there still remains to be found a suitable value for the motion of 
the longitude of perigee g t h  before (8e)* and ( S i ) ,  can be computed. 
LONGITUDE OF PEFUGEE 
I t  was noted that the longitude of perigee has a period of about 550 years. In 
order to obtain a sufficiently accurate value for the motion of g t h ,  the corrected 
values gc + hc (Table 4) were fit (by least squares) to an expression of the form 
with the result 
A, = 48?32003 
A, = 107428435 x /day. 
It was further noted that, i f  one attempts to compute a theoretical value for 
A,, one finds that such a value is quite sensitive to the number used for J, . Let 
the secular disturbing function be 
1 - 6 - H2 t 9 E) - - 15 - L7 ( 1 - 2  - H2 -7-) ]  H4 
3 2  G6 G2 G4 128  G7 G2 c4 
5 
which includes the contributions from the earth 's  zonal harmonics through J, and 
the principal contributions from the sun and moon. Here,  L , G ,  H are the co- 
ordinate variables in the Delaunay set (L, G , H , 4 ,  g ,  h) .  Under the canonical 
transformation 
L = L '  .e =.e' 
G = G' g g' - h '  
H - G '  t H '  h = h' .  
one obtains 
F = F, t FR 
HI3 t 3 6 - - + 9 -  L'" ( 4 t 2 4 - + 4 8 -  H' "2 
G' G' 2 G'3 32 ~ ' 6  
t 28 - HI3 t 7 E)] 
128 ~ ' 7  G'2 G'3 GI4 
H' H' 2 H I 3  - 3 c ) k  t 8 0  - t 180 - t 140-  t 3 5  - - 
G'7 G'5 C' G'2 C f 3  128 ~ ' 1 0  
6 
Then 
- 1  aF g = - -  
act 
- 3 J 2  H' 3 JI H' - 
4 L'3G14 
H I 3  H I 4  H' "2 h13 ) : : :(4t28G' t 6 4 - t 5 4 -  t 1 5 -  - 160- - 45  - + 24 - 
G"3 G I 4  g12 g13 
H'2 t 280 - h13 t 77 ",I H' t 5L '7  (56 t 256 7 t 396 -
G' ' C G'2 g13 G'4 
t 385 ") h13 + 1400 - [$ (56 t 6 4 0 -  + 1 6 2 0 -  H' H'2 1 5  J 4  --- 
128 ~ ' 1 0 ~ '  G' G' 2 G 3  g14 
H' h12 h13 - 3 c ( 8  t 9 6 ?  t 2 5 2 - t  2 2 4 - t 6 3 -  
C'5 g12 G'3 
3 
t - h i  m o ( 2 - 3 s h 2 i a )  t n$m,(2-3 sin2i6)]* 
16 
t n2,m,sin2 i, cos 2(0,-g') . 1 
Choosing values of the orbital elements for about the middle of the 654 day period, 
and using the values for J~ and J4 adopted by Goddard (see Appendix A), the 
result is 
7 
g' = (2.4683208 x + 2.9319824 x lo - ,  - 1.3199611 x - 6.2660326 x 
eo t B, s i n  gc t B, c o s  gc 
was made for the values of ec - ( Se)R with the following result: 
. 
- 1.2970913 x + 4.0201082 x lo- ')  deg/day  
= 1 ? 4 6 2 5 2 2 1  x /day;  
the various contributions are due, respectively, to the J 2  , J: , J, , solar secular,  
lunar secular, and near-resonant parts. This value is about 16% off from that 
determined by least squares. However, use of the number -1.672 x 
will give the value 1f7428435 x 
more  recent determinations (see Reference 3).  
for J4 
/day for gl . .  Such a J, value is in line with 
E C C ENTRICITY AND INCLINATION 
The number lo. 7428435 x 10-3/day was used for g' = + 6 in Equations 5. 
Values for ( S e ) ,  and ( Zi), are listedin Tables 1 and 2, respectively, in addition 
to values for ec - (6e ) ,  and ic  - ( 8 i  ),. 
Figures 1 and 4 show that the principal periodic variations in e and i have 
been accounted for without taking the near-resonant t e rms  into consideration. 
Moreover, it  is clear that an apparent "secular" increase in eccentricity remains,  
in addition to a substantial perturbation of 300-plus day period. The same varia- 
tions remain in the inclination, although they are not as apparent from Figure 4. 
However, Figure 1 also shows that the "secular" increase in e was due to the 
two near resonant terms discussed previously, inasmuch as the values of ec - 
( 6 e )R do not indicate a steady increase. A cursory examination of the (8 i), 
values indicates that such an increase was present in the inclination, also. 
It was noted that the remaining 300-plus day period variation in e was in 
phase with the argument of perigee, which has a period of about 325 days. Hence, 
a least squares fit to the expression 
8 
eo = .23778226 f .00000136 
B, = .00004119 f .00000196 
B, = -.00000832 f .00000189. 
Values of e ,  - ( 6 e  )R - B, sin g ,  - B, C O S  g, are listed in Table 1 and plotted 
in Figure 3. Figure 2 illustrates the closeness of the fit. 
Hence, the remaining variation in e can be satisfactorily explained by a 
trigonometric term of 325 days period and amplitude = .00004202. 
Moreover, the perturbation formula for e due to the third earth zonal harmonic 
contains such a term: 
Using mean values for a and i and solving for a A J~ (assuming an amplitude 
of .00004202), one obtains 
2( .00004202)  (1.08219 x lo-,)  (1.745) 
. 7  233 
AJ, = - 
= - .219 x 
this indicates a value for J, of -2.504 X 
determinations (Reference 3). 
, which again is in line with recent 
A similar least squares f i t  was made to the values of i, - ( However, 
the results were somewhat inconclusive since the amplitude of the trigonometric 
te rm was about the same magnitude as the mean e r r o r  in i. A predicted ampli- 
tude can be computed from the amplitude for e ,  using the relation 
e 
( I  - e 2 )  tan i 
6 i  = -  6 e ,  
with Se = .00004202 s in  g .  Hence, 
P .  
01 = - .0005s s i n  g. 
9 
j ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE AND LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE 
Tables 3 and 4 give the mean and corrected values of g and h, and also list 
residuals from least  squares fits to expressions of the type 
The resul ts  of the least squares analyses: 
I g = 184P70999 + (1?1063884/day) ( t - to ) 
= 184068544 + (1; 1063814/day) ( t - to ) 
h =  223?62537 - (lP1046913/day) ( t  - to)  
hc = 223063397 - (1?1046373/day) ( t  - to). 
gc 
Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the major periodic variations have been accounted 
for. However, it would appear that there remains an unexplained variation of 
quite long period in both g and h .  
A SECOND METHOD FOR HANDLING THE NEAR-RESONANT TERMS 
It will be recalled that the perturbations ( and (2; i)R ar is ing from the 
near-resonant te rms  were able to be computed only after the expressions 
2 sin2 i, c o s  2 R , ,  s i n  i, s i n  2 0 2 ,  
were written, using elementary spherical trigonometrical relations, as functions 
of parameters having essentially constant secular motions. However, i t  is quite 
conceivable that this cannot be achieved in  the case of t e rms  for which i, appears 
in  a function other than s i n 2  i,. 
be employed. To illustrate one such approach, the t e rms  s i n2 i, c o s  2 R, and 
s in2  ic s i n  20, a r e  analyzed, 
In such instances, an empirical  approach could 
Figures 7 and 8 are plots of s i n 2  i, c o s  2 R, and s i n 2  i, s i n 2 R a ,  respectively, 
vs. time, beginning January 1.0, 1964. These figures indicate a basic period of 
approximately 6800 days (18.6 years) ,  which is also the period of 0"; the appearance 
of such a period is not surprising if one has studied the geometry of the situation. 
It is highly probable that other te rms  will possess  the same  basic period. There- 
fore, a harmonic analysis fit to an expression of the type 
10 
Q, t 2 Pj s i n  j x  t Qj c o s  j x  
j =1 j =1 
is indicated, where Q,, is a constant and x has a period of 6800 days. Such fits 
were made, by means of least squares, for s i n 2  i, cos  2 Q, and s i n 2  i, s in  2 Q,, 
and for n = 10 - data spanning a period of 6800 days at 100-day intervals were 
used. The results:  
s i n 2 i , c o s 2 Q ,  = .15636214 t .06393639sinx - . 0 1 2 8 4 3 0 2 c o s x - . 0 0 2 8 5 5 8 9 s i n 2 x  
-.00683245 c o s  2 x t .00000318 s i n  3 x - .00000024cos 3 x 
t . 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 7 s i n 4 x - . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 c o s 4 x t  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 8 s i n 5 x  
+ . 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 s i n 7 x -  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 c o s 7 x t  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 s i n 8 x  
- . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 c o s 8 x t  .00000101 s i n 9 x -  . 00000003cos9x  
- .ooooooo3cos l o x  
t .00000060s in4x- .00000002cos4x+ . 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 s i n 5 x  
- . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 c o s 5 x t  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 9 s i n 6 x t  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 s i n 7 x  
- .00000001 cos  7 x t .00000027 s i n  8 x t .00000025 s i n  9 x. 
Five-place accuracy was obtained. 
11 
Using these expressions, then, and designating the resulting perturbations in 
e and i by ( 6e)H and ( S i ) H ,  one obtains 
(Se)H = - - l 5 a ~ e m  (1  t cos i )2  c o s  2(R, - g ' )  
3 2  
.00574171 s i n ( z  - 2g') - .02684251 c o s ( z  t 2g') t 
t t 2g' i - 26 '  
.00570603 s in  2(z  + g i )  cos (z  - 2g') - .00115647 - 
i - 2g' 2 ( i  t g') 
.O0000574 s in  2 ( z  - g ' )  - .01364054 cos 2(z t g') t 
2 ( i  t i f )  2 ( i  - $2') 
*00000188 s i n ( 5 z  2g') - .00000047 cos(4z  - 2g') t 
42 - 2 3  52 t 26' 
s i n ( 6 z  - 2g') . O O O O O  156 
6 i - 2g' 
- '00G00044 cos(6z + 2g') - 
62 t 2g' 
- '00000033 c o s ( 6 z  - 2g') t .00000131 s i n ( 7 z  t 2 g ' )  
6 - 2g' 7 2  t2g' 
s i n ( 7  z - 2g') .00000133 - .00000037 cos(7Z t 2g') - 
7 2 t 2g' 7 2 - 2g' 
cos(7 z - 2g') t .00000114 s i n ( 8 z  t 2g ' )  .00000027 - 
7 2 - 2 g '  8 ;  t 2g'  
.00000114 s i n ( 8 z  - 2g') - '00000031 cos(8  z t 2g') - 
S i  t 26' 8 2 - 2g' 
.00000023 - 
82 - 2 3  
c o s ( 8  z - 2g') t .Oooooloo s i n ( 9 z  t 2g') 
9 2  t 2g' 
13 
- .oooooo21 C O S ( 9  z - 2g') - -00000003 c o s ( l 0  2 t 2 8 ' )  
s i  - 2 g '  l o t  t 2g' 
t c o s ( l 0  z - 2g') .00000003 
10; - 2g' 
e ( l  - c o s  i )  
(1 - e 2 ) s i n i  
( s i ) ,  = 
where z = x + 1010692. 
Values of ( 6e ), and ( s i  ), are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. They 
agree quite closely with the values of ( 6 e)R and ( 8 i )R. 
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a = semi-major axis of satellite's orbit 
e = eccentricity of satellite's orbit 
i = inclination of satellite's orbital plane to earth's equatorial 
plane 
4 = mean anomaly of satellite 
g = argument of perigee of satellite's orbit 
h = longitude of ascending node of satellite's orbit 
H = G c o s  i 
L' = L 
G' = G 
H ' =  H - G  
4' = 8 
h' = h 
t - to = days since Jan. 21, 1964, 2 1  hrs. 41 min. U.T. 
ec, ic, etc. = element corrected for long period luni-solar effects 
(excluding near-resonant terms) 
( 8 e)R, ( 8 e)",etc. = perturbation arising from two near-resonant te rms  
15 
c 
J p ,  J3 ,  J, = zonal harmonic coefficients in the earth's gravitational potential 
(J ,  = 1.08219 x J, = - 2.285 x J4 = -2.123 x 
FR = sum of two near-resonant terms in luni-solar disturbing function 
F, = secular disturbing function 
F = F, t FR 
= mean motion of the sun (moon) relative to the earth "0' "e 
mass of sun (moon) 
mass of sun (moon) + mass  of earth m, me= 
i i, = inclination of sun's (moon's) orbital plane to earth's equatorial plane 
0' 
no, ne= longitude of the mean ascending node of the sun's (moon's) orbit on 
the earth's equator, measured from the mean equinox of date 
i " =  inclination of moon's orbital plane to the ecliptic = 5P1453964 
s2" = longitude of the mean ascending node of the lunar orbit on the ecliptic, 
measured from the mean equinox of date 
* 






Eccentricity of Relay 2 
ec - (6e)R 
t - to e ec (be)R (be), ec -(be),  -.00004119singc 
+.00000832 cos g C 
0 .23916879 .23935622 .00157180 .00157163 .23778442 
3 








































































4 03 53 
40424 
42187 















































































































































Table 1 (Continued) 
Eccentricity of Relay 2 
1 .- 
~ -- 
I - -  
L 























43 0.096 53 











































08 83 7 




.23 9 93 788 
94137 
ec - ( b e ) R  
e C  (he), (Ee)H e c  - ( & e ) ,  -.00004119singc 
t .00000832 cos gc 
,23966644 .00184360 .00184342 .23782284 
66838 
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8 13 04 
81677 
8 183 9 

































































Table 1 (Continued) 
Eccentricity of Relay 2 
t - to e e C  (Ze), 










6 05.096 53 
612.09653 





6 54.096 53 
89052 93111 
83 043 94607 
































ec - (Ze), 
( b e ) H  ec - ( b e ) ,  -.00004119sing~ 























































t - t o  = no. of days since 1/21/64, 21 h r s .  41 min. U.T. 
a 2 1.7449 earth radii 
20 
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Inclination of Relay 2 
i c  






























































































































3 16 563 
316535 
316535 


























Table 2 (Continued) 
Inclination of Relay 2 



























5 00.096 53 
507.096 53 


















































































































































































3 1648 1 
316715 























3 16 15 5 
316152 
316637 
Table 2 (Continued) 
Inclination of Relay 2 
t - to 
5 9 1.096 53 
598.09653 
6 05.096 53 


















Angles are in degrees. 



























































































2 11.28 943 



























123 -328 54 
































- .0602 1 
-. 08 064 
-.09299 
-. 1048 7 
-. 1052 5 
-. 10633 
-.09003 








2 03.508 02 
2 11.256 70 
218.99542 







2 8 0.943 7 9 
296.42694 
3 04.17 17 5 
311.91509 









6 1.4 5084 
6 9.1 943 0 
76.936 2 5 
84.67 520 
107.91913 














































Table 3 (Continued) 
Argument of Perigee (Relay 2) 





































57 7.096 53 
g 
16 9.8 7 03 0 
177.62906 
18 5.3 8 243 
193.14368 










2 77.328 58 
2 92.8 1632 
300.56079 





































- . 0 03 04 






















17 7.6 01 16 









2 55.058 53 




























- . 0 1466 
-. 01629 
-.01435 














- .0062 0 
.00006 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
Argument of Per igee (Relay 2) 
gc g Residuals* 












- .03 226 
































Angles are in degrees. 
*From least squares  fit g = 184070999 + (1;1063884/day) ( t  - to ) 
**From least squares  fit g c =  184;68544 + (1?1063814/day) ( t - to)  
26 
Table 4 







19 7.103 96 





150.7 153 9 
142.97742 













3 54.9 56 13 
347.22723 
339.49868 























-.01255 -. 02241 
-.02608 




























































of Perigee (Relay 2) 










-. 0152 5 
-.01187 







































4 523 8 






























































Table 4 (Continued) 




































3 29.2953 9 
321.56520 
3 13.83778 








































23 9.004 14 
23 1.26 949 
223.53 6 76 














































































































Table 4 (Continued) 
Longitude of Ascending Node and Longitude 
of Perigee (Relay 2) 





6 05.096 53 
6 12.09653 





6 54.096 53 

















































Angles are in degrees. 
*From least squares f i t  h = 223062537 - (1?1046913/day) ( t  - t o )  
**From least squares f i t  hc = 223P63397 - (1?1046373/day) ( t  - to)  
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i I x : a  l o  I 
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